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Abstract
Constraint-based concurrency is a simple and elegant formalism of concurrency with monotonic mobile
channels, whose history started in early 1980’s as a subﬁeld of logic programming. Although it has hardly
been recognized as process calculi, there is a close connection between them. In this paper we try to convey
the essence of constraint-based concurrency to the process calculi community. We also describe how it
smoothly evolved into LMNtal (pronounced “elemental”), a language model based on hierarchical graph
rewriting.
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1 Constraint-Based Concurrency
Constraint-based concurrency [4] (henceforth referred to as CBC), also known as
the cc (concurrent constraint) formalism, is a simple framework of concurrency that
features (i) asynchronous communication, (ii) channel mobility, (iii) polyadicity and
data structuring mechanisms, and (iv) nonstrictness (i.e., computing with partial
information). All these features originate from the use of constraints and single-
assignment (a.k.a. logical) variables for representing data and communication. A
message is written to a channel by tell ing a constraint (on the value of a channel)
to the monotonic store, and is then read nondestructively by ask ing if a certain
constraint is entailed from the store.
CBC has been remarkably stable; all the above features were available essen-
tially in its present form by mid 1980’s in concurrent logic programming languages
[3], except that they were not deﬁned in general terms of constraint programming
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(program) P ::= set of R’s
(rule) R ::= A :- B (or !∀(A .B))
(body/process) B ::= multiset of G’s
(goal) G ::= T1 = T2 | A
(non-uniﬁcation atom) A ::= p(T1, . . . ,Tn), p = ‘=’
(term) T ::= (as in ﬁrst-order logic)
Fig. 1. Simpliﬁed syntax of GHC
(Par)
〈B1, C, P 〉 −→ 〈B
′
1, C
′, P 〉
〈B1 ∪B2, C, P 〉 −→ 〈B′1 ∪B2, C
′, P 〉
(Tell)
〈{t1 = t2}, C, P 〉 −→ 〈∅, C ∪ {t1 = t2}, P 〉
(Ask)
⎛
⎝E |= ∀(C ⇒ ∃vars(h)(b = h))
and vars(h:- B) ∩ (vars(b) ∪ vars(C)) = ∅
⎞
⎠
〈{b}, C, {h:- B} ∪ P 〉 −→ 〈B,C ∪ {b =h}, {h:- B} ∪ P 〉
Fig. 2. Reduction semantics of GHC
originally. Also, the concept was tested through a large amount of experiences in
programming and implementation [2].
Guarded Horn Clauses (GHC) [1] can be regarded as embodying the smallest
fragment of CBC, whose simpliﬁed syntax and the small-step semantics are shown
in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. Here, the triple 〈B,C,P 〉 consists of a process B,
a multiset C of equations representing the store, and a program P . E denotes the
standard syntactic equality theory over ﬁnite terms and atomic formulas.
Although CBC has hardly been recognized as process calculi (which I would
call name-based concurrency), there is a close connection between them. Most
importantly, a careful look at constraint-based communication reveals the highly
local nature of constraint store, which is often (mis)understood to be a global,
shared entity. Channels in CBC are fresh local names that cannot be forged by the
third party, and fresh channels can be exported and imported only by using existing
channels.
The tell operation, T1 =T2, subsumes two operations in process calculi, namely
output and channel fusion. The ask operation also subsumes two operations, input
(synchronization and value passing) and match (value checking). The alternative
syntax of a rule, !∀(A .B), indicates that it combines ask, choice, reduction, hiding
and replication.
On the process calculi side, the most important variant of the π-calculus should
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(Process) P ::= 0 | p(X1, . . . ,Xm) | P,P | {P} | T :- T
(Process template) T ::= 0 | p(X1, . . . ,Xm) | T, T | {T} | T :- T
| @p | $p[X1, . . . ,Xm|A] | p(*X1, . . . , *Xn)
(Residual) A ::= [] | *X
Fig. 3. Syntax of LMNtal
be the asynchronous π-calculus, and some variants including Lπ and πI limited the
use of names in pursuit of nicer semantical properties. All these objectives had been
achieved naturally in CBC.
Once appropriate type systems are incorporated into the both camps, constraint-
based and name-based communications exhibit more aﬃnities. We have developed
mode and linearity systems for constraint-based concurrency, which are concerned
with the polarity and multiplicity of communication and prescribe the ways in which
communication channels can be used [4]. A linear type system for the π-calculus
also guarantees that only one process holds a write capability and uses it once.
These restrictions on the both camps leave no sharp diﬀerence between destructive
and nondestructive read.
2 The Language Model LMNtal
Our recent work has been to design and implement LMNtal (pronounced “elemen-
tal”) [5], a model and a language based on hierarchical graph rewriting that uses
logical variables to represent connectivity and membranes to represent hierarchies.
LMNtal is an outcome of the attempt to unify CBC and Constraint Handling Rules,
the two notable extensions to concurrent logic programming. LMNtal can be viewed
also as a multiset rewriting language equipped with links, where multisets are sup-
ported by the membrane construct that allows both nesting and mobility and links
are represented by logical variables that essentially work as linear local names. The
LMNtal system running on a Java platform is now available on the web [6].
The syntax of LMNtal is given in Figure 3, where two syntactic categories, links
(denoted by X) and names (denoted by p), are presupposed. The name = is reserved
for atomic processes for connecting two arguments.
A process P must observe the following link condition: Each link in P (excluding
those links occurring in rules) may occur at most twice.
Intuitively, 0 is an inert process; p(X1, . . . ,Xm) (m ≥ 0) is an atom with m links;
P,P is parallel composition called a molecule; {P}, a cell, is a process grouped by
the membrane { }; and T :- T is a rewrite rule for processes. Rewrite rules must
observe several syntactic conditions (details omitted) on possible occurrences of
symbols, which are to guarantee that reduction preserves the link condition. A rule
context, @p, is to match a (possibly empty) multiset of rules within a cell, while a
process context, $p[X1, . . . ,Xm|A] (m ≥ 0), is to match processes other than rules
within a cell. The arguments of a process context specify what links may or must
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(E1) 0, P ≡ P (E2) P,Q ≡ Q,P (E3) P, (Q,R) ≡ (P,Q), R
(E4) P ≡ P [Y/X] if X is a local link of P
(E5) P ≡ P ′ ⇒ P,Q ≡ P ′, Q (E6) P ≡ P ′ ⇒ {P} ≡ {P ′}
(E7) X =X ≡ 0 (E8) X =Y ≡ Y =X
(E9) X =Y, P ≡ P [Y/X] if P is an atom and X occurs free in P
(E10) {X =Y, P} ≡ X =Y, {P} if exactly one of X and Y occurs free in P
(R1)
P −→ P ′
P,Q −→ P ′, Q
(R2)
P −→ P ′
{P} −→ {P ′}
(R3)
Q ≡ P P −→ P ′ P ′ ≡ Q′
Q −→ Q′
(R4) {X =Y, P} −→ X =Y, {P} if X and Y occur free in {X =Y, P}
(R5) X =Y, {P} −→ {X =Y, P} if X and Y occur free in P
(R6) Tθ, (T :- U) −→ Uθ, (T :- U)
Fig. 4. Structural Congruence and Reduction Relation of LMNtal
occur free. When the residual A is of the form ∗X, it speciﬁes that links other
than the must-occur links X1, . . . ,Xm may occur free, and is itself bound to those
may-occur links. The ﬁnal form, p(*X1, . . . , *Xn) (n > 0), represents an aggregate
of atoms, whose multiplicity is determined by the number of links held by each ∗Xi.
The operational semantics of LMNtal (Figure 4) consists of two parts, namely
structural congruence (E1)–(E10) and the reduction relation (R1)–(R6). Note that
(E4) represents α-conversion. (E9)–(E10) are absorption and emission rules of = for
atoms and cells, respectively.
Computation proceeds by rewriting processes using rules collocated in the same
“place” of the nested membrane structure. (R1)–(R3) are standard structural rules,
and (R4)–(R5) are the mobility rules of =. The central rule of LMNtal is (R6). The
substitution θ in (R6) (details omitted) is used to “instantiate” rule contexts, process
contexts and aggregates. The major challenge in the design of the operational
semantics has been the proper treatment of interplay between graph structures
formed by links and hierarchical structures formed by membranes (that may be
crossed by links).
We give two simple program examples. Two lists, represented by c (cons) nodes
and n (nil) nodes, can be concatenated using the following two rules:
append(X0,Y,Z0), c(A,X,X0) :- c(A,Z,Z0), append(X,Y,Z)
append(X0,Y,Z0), n(X0) :- Y=Z0
Multiway stream merging can be written using membranes as follows:
{i(X0),o(Y0),$p[|*Z]}, c(A,X,X0) :-
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c(A,Y,Y0), {i(X),o(Y),$p[|*Z]}
Here, the membrane of the left-hand side records n (≥ 1) input streams with the
name i and one output stream with the name o. The process context $p[|*Z] is
to match the rest of the input streams and pass them to the right-hand side.
The programs we have successfully expressed in LMNtal are very diverse —
including the call-by-name lambda calculus, the asynchronous π-calculus, bigraphs
and their composition, bottom-up parsers, calculators with graphical user interface,
fullerences (as an example of highly-connected graph structures) — and all quite
concise. Furthermore, most concurrent logic programs we have written in the last
two decades, as well as programs expressed as Interaction Nets, run as LMNtal
programs without or with very minor modiﬁcations.
LMNtal is intended to serve as a general-purpose language covering various
platforms ranging from wide-area to embedded computation and programming by
self-organization, and there is a lot of ongoing and future work toward the goal.
We are also interested in various kinds of symmetry found in rewrite rules of GHC
and LMNtal programs. Programs written bearing symmetry in mind exhibit im-
portant properties such as invariants and reversibility, which are something more
than beauty, and we believe symmetry plays important roles in our thought in
programming and reasoning about programs.
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